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Abstract: The present paper discusses the history and development of Czech vernacular 

(common) names of butterflies since the end of the Czech national uprising in the 1840s, 

when these names first started to form, until the late 20th Century when the use of these names 

became standardized. During these 150 years, various authors either created names of their 

own or adapted them from others with varying levels of success. Some common names were 

never accepted by the entomological public while others gained popularity and were 

unchanged until today. However, at present there is no code that would strictly instruct what 

names should be used. Most professional as well as amateur lepidopterologists rather prefer to 

use Latin names. 

 

____________________ 

 
 

Abstrakcijny: Tuta paper diskusije istoriji i razvoj českijch narodnych (obyčajnych) imen 

motiliků od konce narodneho buzeni v 40. latech 18. stoletje kda tutiva imena vozistanuti ače 

do konce 20. stoletje kda sa tuta imena ustalila. Počas tute 150 roki različnyj avtori vymyslili 

vlastny imena ili upotrebjili imena drugich s ruznymy uravnji uspevu. Nekoliko obyčajnych 

imen ne bylo nikda akceptovano entomologičnou publičnou, poki ina sut uživana aždo dnes 

bez imeny. Dnes nie je žaden pravilo ktory poučuje o posredstvom tute imen. Večinstvo 

profesionálnych i amateurskych entomologu davaji prvenstvo latinskim imenum.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The late phase of the Czech national revival (1770s until 1848) and the ever accelerating germanization of the 

society saw the efforts to substituted Latin and German scientific terms with Czech synonyms. This movement 

has affected diverse fields including biology, mineralogy, chemistry and others. Old folk vocabulary, related 

Slavonic languages and direct translations of Latin and German words were popularly used as a source of these 

new terms. Moreover, a plethora of neologisms have been created, some of which may today seem comic (i.e. 

“ramenáč” for gibbon or “pěnkovlasec” for Callitrichids). One of the most prominent Czech natural historians of 

the time, Jan Svatopluk Presl (1791-1849) who among others enriched the Czech and Slovak languages with a 

number of vernacular names, started publishing a Czech-written scientific journal Krok. Between the years 1821 

and 1823, Presl published a three-volume work entitled “A proposed nomenclature of animals per classes, orders 

and genera together with czechization of the necessary zoological terminology” in his journal. Primarily, old folk 

terms were used, but where this was not possible other Slavonic languages were consulted (for example “malpa” 

from Polish, “tuleň”, “dikobraz” and “mrož” from Russian). Alternatively, new words were created (such as 

“klokan”, “hroch” or “rejsek”) and finally some non-Slavic words were adapted (e.g. “tapír” from German). 

Presl's nomenclature was later incorporated into the ground-breaking five-volume work “The Czech-German 

Dictionary” by Josef Jungmann (1773-1847) and so gained high popularity.   

 

Since 1849, the Czech museum started to use Czech names together with Latin names for naming insect taxa. 

This effort was initiated by the entomologist Franz Anton Nickler (1813-1871). It can therefore be assumed that 

the first Czech vernacular names of butterflies started to emerge by about this time.  

 

During this period, German was used as a universal language of science and Czech-written works were rare. The 

few that existed made use of old folk names. This body of literature is best represented by the handbook “A short 

guide to eradication or at least partial control of the catapillars of the White Butterfly”. The name “white 

butterfly” was referring to the black-veined white (Aporia crataegi). But by the 1870s, the first Czech papers on 

butterflies began to be published in the journal Vesmír that already made use of the newly designed vernacular 

names.  

 

The present paper draws attention to the most influential works that helped establish Czech vernacular names of 

butterflies. The background of every such work is described in detail. Remarks on the development of the names 

of selected taxa are also given. The vernacular names used and coined in these works are compared to those 

recommended by the website www.lepidoptera.cz as of 2016. A detailed table mapping the development of 

Czech vernacular names for butterflies is presented in the Supplementary file 1.  

 

2 JOSEF KLIKA  
 

2.1 Overview 
  
Probably the first elaborate compilation of Czech vernacular names of Lepidoptera was published by Josef Klika 

(1833-1873) in his work “The Book of Lepidoptera or Butterflies and Moths. A systematic description of 

Lepidoptera of the Central Europe, with special emphasis on Bohemia, their caterpillars and pupae with a focus 

on the damage caused by them with methods of preventing or at least controlling it” published in 1870 by I. L. 

Kober in Prague (Fig. 1). In the introduction to his book, Josef Klika explains the genesis of Czech vernacular 

names of butterflies as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Klika termed butterflies as “denňátka”, he further distinguished between “soumračníci” that are active during the 

evening and “nočňátka” that are active during the night. Smaller Lepidopterans were called “drobnušky”1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I have created most of the Czech names myself since only 

a few genera and species have been named in Czech until 

the present day. I derived the names especially from the 

distinguishing features of the butterflies or from the plants 

the caterpillars live on.” 
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Fig. 1: Klika (1870) The Book of 

Lepidoptera.  

Obr. 1: Klika (1870) Kniga motiliku. 

2.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 
1. In Klika's work, the names of butterflies of the tribe Nymphalini 

were not yet full standardised and were much different from the present 

ones. It is interesting to note that Klika coined the name “babočka 

kopřivová” for the small tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae) and this name 

was then used by Steinich 18832, Exler 18983, John 19004, Joukl 19105. 

However this name was changed by Matějková (1942)6 and Tykač 

(1949)7 to „babočka žahavková“. The mourning cloak (Nymphalis 

antiopa) is listed as “babočka březová” or “černopláštník”. The term 

“černopláštník” is unofficially used until today. However, Steinich 

(1883)2 renamed the species to “babočka osiková/osyková”. The 

European Peacock (Inachis io syn. Vanessa io) was termed “babočka 

chmelová” or “paví oko denní”. The former referred to the fact that its 

caterpillars develop on hops (Humulus lupulus). The second name was 

probably derived from the German word “Pfauenspiegel”. 

The name “babočka číslovaná” or “admirál” was coined by Klika for 

the species Vanessa atalanta. Both names are probably derived from 

the German “Nummervogel” and “Admiral”. The first of these refers to 

the anatomy of the butterflies’ wings. With a bit of imagination, one 

can see the numbers 98, 980 or 78 on the butterflies’ hindwing. The 

name “Admiral” was probably inspired by the similar colouration of the 

dorsal side of the wings to a seaman uniform.  

Polygonia c-album (syn. Vanessa c-album) was called “babočka 

meruzalková” or “bílé C”. The first of these names refers to Ribes, the host plant of the caterpillars. The second 

name translates into English as “white C”. This was probably referring to a light spot on the hindwings that 

reassembles the letter C.  

The Compton Tortoiseshell (Nymphalis v-album syn. Vanessa v-album) was referred to as “babočka 

rakytníková” or “bílé V”. While the former name refers to the host plant Hippophae rhamnoides, the second 

vernacular name translates directly as „white V“ and was probably derived from the German „V-Vogel“. Neither 

name is used today, although “babočka rakytníková” was later used by a handful of authors3. However, Exler 

(1898)3 decided that the spot on the butterflies’ hindwing reassembles more the letter L and so he renamed the 

species as “babočka bílé L”.  

The vernacular name “babočka síťkovaná” was coined for Araschnia levana. This name is derived from the 

German common name “brauner Gittervogel”, referring to the markings on the butterflies’ wings.  

 

2. The genus Apatura was rather accurately named by Klika as “barvoměnka”, which would roughly translate as 

“colour-changers”. A. ilia and A. iris were named “barvoměnka červená” and “barvoměnka duhová” 

respectively. Once again, these vernacular names were inspired by the German “Rothschiller” and “Iris”. 

However, Steinich (1883)2 abolished the name “bravoměnka” and for no known reason introduced the name 

“batolec”. During the following years, both “barvoměnka” and “batolec” have been used by various authors.   

 

3. Most of Klika's names for the family Pieridae are used until the present day. The only few exceptions include 

Pontia edusa, where the spelling changed from “bělásek resedkový” to “bělásek rezedkový”. Kilka's work does 

not mention the species P. bryoniae, P. mannii, P. juvernica or P. morsei. This was because these taxa were 

either not described yet or were not known to occur on the Czech territory at the time. It was also not until 2015 

that the vernacular name of P. juvernica was officially agreed upon by Czech lepidopterologists.   

 

4. Limenitis sibylla syn. L. camilla was referred to by Klika as “bělopásek zimolezový” after honeysuckles 

(Lonicera xylosteum) that the caterpillars feed on. Today, the species is popularly called “bělopásek dvouřadý” 

after the two rows of markings on its hindwing. L. camilla syn. L. reducta was initially named after the goat-leaf 

honeysuckle (Lonicera caprifolium) that provides a source of feed for the butterfly’s caterpillars. However, 

today this name was abolished in favour of “bělopásek jednořadý” again referring to the markings on the outer 

margin of the hindwing. Klika did not coin the name for the butterfly L. lucilla that is today known as 

“bělopásek tavolníkoví”. Neptis sappho was also not particularly common in Klika's time and so he did not 

provide any name for it. 

 

5. The majority of the butterflies of the tribe Melitaeini were named after their host plants. Melitaea cinxia 

represents the only exception to the rule, it was named after the shape of spots on its wings. The common names 

of the Melitaeini remain practically unchanged until the present day. The only name that changed was M. aurelia 
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that was originally called “hnědásek rozrazilový” by Klika, but today it is known as “hnědásek černýšový”. 

Klika's text also does not mention M. trivia, M. britomartis and Euphydryas maturna. 

 

6. Regarding the genus Parnassius, the names “jasoň červenooký” and “jasoň dymnikový” were coined for P. 

apollo and P. mnemosyne respectively. The name of the former was taken from the German “rother 

Augenspiegel”, while the latter was named after the crested lark (Corydalis spp.). Both of these vernacular 

names are still used today unchanged.  

 

7. Most of Klika's vernacular names for Lycaenidae have been retained until the present date. The only 

exceptions are as follows: Phengaris nausithous (“modrásek bahení” was changes to “modrásek bahenní”), P. 

alcon (“modrásek lemovaný” to “modrásek černolemý”), L. aegon (“modrásek čilimníkový” to “modrásek 

černolemý”), L. icarius (“modrásek rudoskvrný” to “modrásek ušlechtilý”) and L. agestis (“modrásek 

rudopásný” to “modrásek tmavohnědý”). Compared with Klika's work, L. jolas is today no longer considered as 

a Czech species. Apart from the above stated vernacular names, a number of Latin names of Lycaenidae have 

undergone a change too.   

 

8. Klika also coined the name “ohnivásek” for the butterflies of the genus Lyceana. This was never accepted by 

the entomological community and was soon renamed to “ohniváček”2. The species names have been generally 

derived from German and refer to the morphology of the wing. The only species that had its common name 

derived from its host plant was “ohnivásek celíkový” (L. virgaureae) whose name refers to the plant Solidago 

virgaurea.  

 

9. The names of Czech of other Nymphalidae practically never changed since Klika's times. A few exceptions 

include Coenonympha pamphilus that was called “okáč ohaňkový” by Klika after the host plan, but today the 

name “okáč pohaňkový” is preferred. A number of butterflies of the family Nymphalidae have had their Latin 

names changed since Klika's times. Some rarer species are not included in Klika's compilation. These 

include Arethusana arethusa, Erebia epiphron, E. sudetica, Hipparchia statilinus, Hyponephele lupine and 

Lasiommata petropolitana. Klika coined the name “okáč” even for Hipparchia lucina that is today known as 

„pestrobarevec petrklíčový“. This was because at the time, the group name “pestrobarevec” was used for 

Dipthera spp. moths too.  

 

10. Klika's nomenclature of the genus Thecla was well accepted and is used unchanged until the present day. 

Most of the vernacular names were derived from German and referred to the host plants.  

 

11. Iphiclides podalirius got its Czech name “otakárek ovocný” since its caterpillars live mainly on fruit trees 

(i.e. plum trees, pear trees, apple trees, peach and others). On, the other hand, the Old World swallowtail (Papilio 

machaon) or “otakárek fenyklový” was named after fennel (Anethum foeniculum). The German vernacular name 

“Fenchelfalter” is of a similar origin.   

 

12. Klika's vernacular name “perlásci” has been changed to “perleťovci”. Argynnis aglaja, Issoria lathonia, A. 

adippe and Boloria dia were called „perlásek veliký“, „perlásek malý“ „perlásek prostřední“ and „perlásek 

nejmenší“ respectively. These names were most likely derived from the German common names “Grosser”, 

“Kleiner”, “Mittlerer” and “Kleinster”. “Perlásek fialkový” (Boloria euphrosyne) also had its name translated 

from German, from „Hainveilchenfalter“. However, it is interesting to note that the vernacular names of Boloria 

euphrosyne syn. Argynnis dia (“perleťovec fialkový”) and Boloria dia syn. Argynnis euphrosine (“perleťovec 

nejmenší”) coined by Klika were later swapped. This probably occurred in the 1940s, since Matějková (1942)6 

still respects Klika's nomenclature, while Schwarz (1949)8 already follows the modern terminology. It remains 

unknown which author was the first to initiate this change.   

 

13. The southern festoon (Zerynthia polyxena) or “pestrokřídlec podrážcový” is missing from Klika' overview, 

since at the time it was probably not known to occur in the studied territory. 

 

14. Klika introduced about half of the names for Hesperiidae. Generally, most species retained their common 

name given to them by Klika, the only exceptions being Thymelicus sylvestris (“soumračník úzkočarný” was 

changes to “soumračník metlicový”) and Ochlodes sylvanum (“soumarčník černočárný” to “soumračník 

rezavý”). In case of Carcharodus alceae, there was only a minute spelling shift from “soumračník slezový” to 

“soumračník slézový”. Further, many of the Latin names Klika used, have become obsolete today.   
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15. Apart from coining the genus name “žluťásek” for the tree Czech species Colias alfacariensis, C. erate and 

C. chrysotheme), Klika also coined the names for some other species. All of his vernacular names are in use until 

today. Except for C. crocea, the Latin names remained unchanged too.  

 

2.3 Summary 
 

Josef Klika made the first step in assigning Czech vernacular names to butterflies and moths. Although he was 

not the first one to create common names for Czech butterflies (he was preceded by Jan Svatopluk Presl and 

Franz Antonín Nickerl), his contribution is important since he was the first one to compile them into one solicit 

publication. Some of his genus names were soon replaced (“ohnivásek” and “perlásek”), others were accepted 

for a reasonable time (“barvoměnka”) and others are used until the present day. The situation was similar for 

most of the Czech vernacular species names Klika coined. In particular, his vernacular names for the tribe 

Nymphalini never gained wide acceptance, although they were occasionally used by other authors. Similarly, his 

names for genus Limenitis are no longer used today. Otherwise, most of Klika's vernacular names remain in use 

until today. However, Klika's work is not completely free of error. From the current point of view, it appears that 

Klika assigned some vernacular names to the wrong species. This is the case for Limenitis sibylla, L. camilla, 

Melitaea aurelia, M. diamine, Phengaris alcon, Plebejus idas, Boloria euphrosyne and B. dia. It was not until 

the late 1940s that these mistakes were corrected by Schwarz (1948, 1949)8,9.  

 

2.4 Postscript 
 

It is interesting to note that Klika gives the dimensions of butterflies in points (marked as ´´´´) an old Austrian 

unit of measurement. It was not until 1875 that Austro-Hungary became one of the first countries in the word to 

adopt the metric system. One Austrian point corresponds to 0.002195 metres, or about 2.2 mm. Another 

interesting aspect of the work is the orthography of Latin species names. As of today, the prevailing practice is 

that the Latin species names are written with a small first letter even if it is derived from personal names of 

mythical characters or notable people. However, in his work Klika capitalised these species names. Klika's work 

also contains numerous postscripts where he attempted to explain the etymological origin of the Latin names, an 

effort that was not replicated by any subsequent author.  

 

3 KAREL STEINICH 
 

3.1 Overview 
 

The work of Karel Steinich (1855-1924) entitled “Lepidoptera, an analytical key, part I. butterflies and moths” 

published by J. Otta in 1883 begins to resemble the modern terminology. In his foreword to the book, Steinich 

writes:  

 

 

 

 

However, this statement does not apply all the time. In fact, many of the changes Steinich made, brought forward 

significant improvements to the Czech vernacular nomenclature of butterflies.  

 

3.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. Nymphalis vaualbum is no longer referred to as “babočka rakytníková” but “babočka bílé V”. It was not until 

Exler (1898)3 that its name would be changed once more, this time to “babaočka bílé L”.  

 

2. Polygonia egea that is distributed the most widely around the Mediterranean basin was not know from 

Czechia in 1883 and so is omitted from the book. 

 

3. Pieris bryioniae, P, mannii, Leptidea juvernica and L. morsei are not included in Steinich's work since they 

were not known to occur in Czechia or were not described yet at the time.  

 

4. Some butterflies had their vernacular names created in accordance with the grammar of the time. This is the 

case for “babočka osyková”, “bělásek resedkový”, “hnědásek osykový”, “okáč medynkový”, “ostruháček 

ostružinníkový” and “soumračník slezový”.  

 

“The Czech nomenclature has been adopted from the book 

'Butterflies' by prof. J. Klika.” 
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5. Steinich was the first to use the Czech name “batolec” for butterflies of the genus Apatura, even though the 

word “barvoměnka” was used by previous authors. In English, “batolec” translates roughly as “toddler”. The 

etymological origin of this vernacular name remains unknown. I assume that the name is inspired by the motion 

of these butterflies while walking on the ground. However, the senior name “barvoměnka” did not cease to exist, 

it was in some latter works3,6 and is unofficially used until today.  

 

6. Steinich used the names “bělopásek zimolézový” and “bělopásek kozílistový” for Limenitis sibylla and L. 

camilla. Both names are based on the host plants of the caterpillars. Unlike in Klika (1870)1, Steinich coined the 

name “bělopásek tavolníkový” for Neptis rivularis syn. Lucilla. N. sappho is not listed in Steinich's book 

probably because it went extinct in Bohemia during the 19th Century and soon after it disappeared from Moravia 

too.  

 

7. Steinich organised the Melitaeini by coining the names “hnědásek rozrazilový” (Melitaea diamina syn. 

dictynna) and introducing a new name for M. aurelia (“hnědásek černýšový”). M. trivia and M. britomartis are 

not mentioned in Steinich's work, probably because neither species was known from Bohemia at the time.   

 

8. In case of Lycaenidae, Steinich mostly respected the terminology coined by Klika (1870)1 so that “modrásek 

bahení” corresponds to the modern “modrásek bahenní”, “modrásek černolemý” is “modrásek čilimníkový” and 

“modrásek hořcový” is reffered to as “modrásek lemovaný”. The Latin nomenclature of the time too differs from 

today. Plebejus idas was called Lycaena argus, while P. argus was reffered to as L. aegon. It was not until 

19498, that the Latin names were updated. Several species are not mentioned in the publication because they 

were either: i) not known to occur in the studied territory at the time, ii) were not described yet (i.e. Phengaris 

rebeli and Cupido decoloratus) or iii) were not considered a separate species at the time (i.e. Aricia artaxerxes, 

Pseudophilotes vicrama etc.).   

 

9. Steinich did not respect Klika's name “ohnivásek” and rather coined “ohniváček” which is used until the 

present day. It is interesting that while Steinich coined the name “ohniváček rdesnový” for Lycaena helle, during 

a brief period, some later authors3,5,6 favoured the name “ohniváček barvoměnný”. Schwarz8,9 then returned to 

using Steinich's “ohnivásek rdesnový” which is used until today. Steinich also uses the Latin name L. hippothoe 

for “ohniváček černočárný” instead of the modern “ohniváček modrolemý”. It was not until much later that this 

nomenclature was altered by John (1900)4.  

 

10. The Czech vernacular names for Satyrinae were mostly adopted from Klika (1870)1. However, there are still 

a few exceptions. “Okáč bojníkový” was renamed to “okáč kostkovaný”, “okáč medyňkový” to “okáč 

medynkový” and “okáč zeďní” to “okáč zední”. In addition, some obsolete Latin names have been used for some 

butterflies of the subfamily Satyrinae.  

 

11. Steinich's nomenclature of the group “ostruháček” correspond mostly to the modern nomenclature, The only 

exception to this rule is “ostruháček ostružiníkový” that is used today instead of “ostruháček ostružinníkový”.  

 

12. The nomenclature of the Swallowtail butterflies (Papilionidae) was adopted without any change from Klika 

(1870)1. Klika's vernacular names are used until the present day. 

 

13. Steinich abolished Klika's name “perlásek” and coined “perleťovci” for the heliconians. Steinich's name for 

Argynnis aglaja was later changed from “perleťovec veliký” to “perleťovec velký”. Steinich also does not 

mention the species Argynnis pandora, A. laodice, Boloria aquilonaris, Brenthis hecate and Proclossiana 

eunomia, probably because of their extreme rarity.  

 

14. Steinich used the name “okáč petrklíčový” for the Duke of Burgundy (Hamearis lucina). Exler (1898)3 then 

changed the name to “pestrobarvec petrklíčový” which is used until the present day.  

 

15. Similarly to Klika (1870)1, Steinich does not mention Zerynthia polyxena, presumably because it was not 

known from the territory.  

 

16. In comparison to Klika (1870)1, Steinich greatly expanded the Czech nomenclature of Skippers 

(Hesperiidae). The only differences from today are that Steinich used “soumračník zlatožlutý” instead of 

“soumračník severní” for Carterocephalus silvicolus and “soumračník slezový” instead of “soumračník slézový” 

for Carcharodus alceae.  
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Fig. 2: Exler (1898) Lepidoptera.  

Obr. 2: Exler (1898) Motilici. 

17. Steinich respected Klika's nomenclature for the genus Colias while also coining the name “žluťásek 

úzkolemý” for Colias chrysotheme.  From the time Steinich compiled them, the Czech vernacular names of the 

genus Colias stayed practically unchanged until the present day.  

 

3.3 Summary 
 

Karel Steinich made significant advances in naming Czech butterflies. He coined the genus names “batolec”, 

“ohniváček” and “perleťovec” and named many other species including “hnědásek rozrazilový”, “bělopásek 

tavolníkový”, “ohniváček janovcový”, “ohniváček rdesnový”. “okáč písečný”, “soumračník měsíčkový”, 

“soumračník skořicový”, “soumračník žlutoskvrnný” and “žluťásek úzkolemý”. Some of the species he renamed 

(“babočka březová” to “babočka osyková”, “modrásek rudopásný” to “modrásek tmavohnědý”, “soumračník 

černočárný” to “soumračník rezavý” and others) have met very keen acceptance in the entomological 

community, so that they are used until today. Despite that, there still appear to be some minute discrepancies 

between the Latin names and Czech names. 

 

3.4 Postscript 
 

Similar to Klika, Steinich capitalised the species names derived from personal names. However, unlike Klika, 

Steininch gives the dimensions in millimetres.  

 

4 KAREL EXLER Jr. 
 

4.1 Overview 
 

Another work that lists Czech vernacular names of butterflies is 

“Lepidoptera: a descriptive study of the Lepidoptera inhabiting the 

Lands of Czech Crown as well as their caterpillars and pupa, with 

instructions on when and where to collect imagines, pupa, 

caterpillars and eggs and how to store them” by Karel Exler Jr. 

(1876-1965) published by I. L. Kober in 1898 (Fig. 2). A second 

edition of the book was subsequently published in 1913. The 

publication has no introduction section where the author would 

normally explain wherefrom did he adapt the vernacular names. The 

only hint the author gives is that his classification mostly follows the 

works of Julius Lederer (1821-1870).  

 

4.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. Regarding the names of butterflies of the tribe Nymphalini, Exler 

followed the nomenclature coined by Klika (1870)1. As a result, he 

used “babočka meruzalková” for Polygonia c-album, 

“babočka rakytníková” for Nymphalis vaualbum and 

“babočka chmelová” for Inachis io. Unlike Klika, however, Exler 

uses the epithet “bílé L” for Polygonia c-album.  

 

2. Exler brought some disorder into the nomenclature of the genus 

Apatura. He followed Klika's genus name “barvoměnka” and listed 

three species from the Czech territory: Apatura iris (“barvoměnka 

duhová”), A. ilia (“barvoměnka duhová menší”) and A. clytie 

(“barvoměnka červená”). Today, A. ilia is referred to as “batolec červený” while A. clytie is considered a 

synonym of A. ilia. 

 

3. The Czech common names of the family Pieridae followed the ones used by Klika and Steinich. Pontia 

daplidice is the only exception, since it was changed from “bělásek resedkový” to “bělásek resedový”. 

 

4. The only significant change amongst Limenitidinae was that Limenitis reducta “bělopásek kozilistový” has 

been renamed to “bělopásek menší”. Limenitis camilla also changed from “bělopásek zimolezový” to “bělopásek 

zimolézový”. Neptis sappho is not mentioned in the work. 
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5. Exler's list of Melitaeini mostly matches the one of Steinich (1883)2, except that he omitted Euphydryas 

maturna. Exler furthermore swapped the Latin names and descriptions of Melitaea aurelia and Melitaea diamina 

while retaining their vernacular names.  

 

6. Unfortunately, Exler only lists 14 species of the group “modrásci” and he further renamed the genus Lycaena 

to „modráček“. He changed the name of Maculinea nausithous from “modrásek bahení” to “modráček bahenní”. 

Moreover, he renamed Polyommatus icarus from “modrásek jehlicový” to “modráček rudoskvrnný”.  

 

7. As with the genus Lycaena, Exler retained Steinich's genus name “ohniváček” but used Klika's species names. 

Lycaena helle was renamed to “ohniváček rdesnový”, and following Klika's terminology, he used “ohniváček 

modrolemovaný” for Lycaena hippothoe. 

 

8. Exler made some changes to Satyrinae. His neologisms for Hipparchia Alcyone, Erebia aethiops and 

Brintesia circe were not accepted by other authors4,5. On the other hand, his change from “okáč oháňkový” to 

“okáč pohaňkový” was respected well. Exler doesn't mention Lopinga achine. 

 

9. The names of Theclinae were the same as with previous authors1,2. Exler only renamed Satyrium ilicis from 

“ostruháček česvinový” to “ostruháček cesminový” which was used until the late 1940s9. Callophrys rubi was 

renamed from “ostruháček ostružiníkový” to “ostruháček ostružinový” which is used until today.  

 

10. In Argynnini, Exler followed both Klika's and Steinich's terminology. Other Exler's vernacular names did not 

change until today. It is however evident that Exler interchanged the Latin names and descriptions of the species 

Argynnis euphrosyne and Argynnis dia while retaining their Czech vernacular names.   

 

11. Unlike Klika (1870)1 and Steinich (1883)2, Exler classified Hamearis lucina syn. Nemeobius lucina into a 

separate family and renamed it from “okáč petrklíčový” to “pestrobarvec petrklíčový”.  

 

12. Exler was the first to list “pestrokřídlec podražcový” (Zerynthia polyxena syn. Thaix polyxena) amongst 

Czech butterflies.  

 

13. Exler did not pay much attention to the family Hesperiidae and listed only 10 species. He renamed Pyrgus 

alveus from “soumračník bělopásný” to “soumračník bělopásý”, Thymelicus sylvestris was renamed from 

“soumračník metlicový” to “soumračník úzkočarý” and Ochlodes sylvanus from “soumračník rezavý” to 

“soumračník úzkočarý”.  

 

14. Members of the subfamily Coliadinae gained their stable vernacular names from Klika (1870)1 and so Exler 

did not change them. Exler does not mention Colias chrysotheme. 

 

4.3 Summary 
 

Although Exler does mention wherefrom he took the Czech vernacular names, it is quite evident that he was 

mostly inspired by Klika (1870)1. It seems likely that Exler did not know about the work of Steinich (1883)2. 

Some of the names Exler utilised are used until the present day (namely: “babočka bílé L”, “modrásek 

(modráček) bahenní”, “okáč pohaňkový”, “pestrobarvec petrklíčový” and “pestrokřídlec podražcový”). In most 

cases, Exler respected the nomenclature set forth by Klika (1870)1 and largely ignored Steinich (1883)2.  

 

4.4 Postscript 
 

In contrary to the previous authors1,2, Exler does not indicate the dimensions of the butterflies. Exler capitalises 

some Latin words that are derived from personal names of mythical characters or notable people while he leaves 

others with a small first letter. The reason why Exler did so is not known.  
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5 JAN JOHN 
 

5.1 Overview 
 

In 1900, I. L. Kober published a two-volume book entitled “Atlas of Lepidoptera of Central Europe” by 

professor Jan John (1850 - 1920) (Fig. 3). Naturally, the atlas includes butterflies occurring in Czechia. In the 

introduction to his work, John states:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. From the current point of view, John's list of the members of the tribe Nymphalini is complete. He added the 

Polygonia egea among the Czech butterflies. “Babočka meruzalková” is still used for Polygonia c-album. 

“Babočka osiková” is spelled as “babočka osyková”.  

 

2. Regarding genus Apatura, John used Steinich's name “batolec” abolishing Klika's term “barvoměnka”. 

Instead, he used “barvoměnka” for the family Apaturidae and the genus Charaxes. 

 

3. John added Pieris bryoniae and P. mannii to the list of Czech fauna. Based on the descriptions John provides, 

I assume that the vernacular names of these two species were unintentionally confused. In addition, the 

description and Latin name Anthocharis belia do not correspond to what we today consider to be “bělásek jižní”. 

It appears that John was describing a in fact a totally different species that does not occur on the Czech territory. 

 

4. Unlike the previous authors, John added the species Leptidea sinapis. John respected the vernacular names for 

L. camilla and L. reducta coined by previous authors.  

 

5. John is also the first author to provide a full overview of the Czech Melitaeini. He is the first to list Melitaea 

trivia and M. britomartis.  

 

6. John was also the only author to spell “jasoň dýmnikový” with an “y” instead of the normal “i”.  

 

7. John made substantial additions to the list of Czech Lycaenidae. John coined the Czech vernacular names 

“modrásek kyprejový” and “modrásek močálový” for Leptotes pirithous and Phengaris alcon respectively. John 

lists Plebejus argu as „modrásek obecný“, however the name „modrásek obecný“ is used for today P. ideas. For 

some species, John did not provide Czech vernacular names, but only used Latin nomenclature.  Today, Lycaena 

baetica is known as Lampides boeticus, Lycaena coretas as Cupido alcetas, Lycaena admetus as Polyommatus 

admetus, Lycaena argyrotoxus as Plebejus argyrognomon, Lycaena artaxerxes as Aricia artaxerxes and Lycaena 

eroides as Polyommatus eroides.  

 

8. John provides a complete overview of Czech members of the genus Lycaena. He interchanged the descriptions 

and names of Lycaena dispar and L. hippothoe. At the time, both species were referred to as Polyomnatus 

hippothoë. Confusingly, John also lists L. dispar for which he coined the name “ohniváček nestejný”. For L. 

helle, John ignored Steinich's2 name “ohniváček rdesnový” and rather used Exler's name “ohniváček 

barvoměnný”.   

 

9. John also almost completed the fauna of Czech Satyrinae. However, this section of book is not free of errors. 

John apparently confused the Latin names, descriptions and pictures of Arethusana arethusa for Erebia 

epiphron. Lasiommata petropolitana is listed as Pararge hiera. John standardised the vernacular name of 

Coenonympha pamphilus to “okáč pohankový”, which has been respected by the later authors6. Hipparchia fagi 

had its spelling changed to “okáč medyňkový”.  

 

10. Regarding the “ostruháček” group, John took the nomenclature from Exler3. The only species that has a 

different vernacular name from today is Satyrium ilicis. 

 

11. John made a major step forward in completing the list of the Czech Argynnini. He was the first Czech author 

to list “perleťovec červený” (Argynnis pandora), „perleťovec rdesnový” (Proclossiana eunomia), „perleťovec 

“In the descriptive section of the book, Latin names are 

complemented with Czech names if these have been 

designated in previous studies such as those of Klika, 

Steinich, Exler etc.” 
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velký“ (Argynnis aglaja)  and „perleťovec polský“ (Argynnis laodice). For the species Brenthis hecate and 

Boloria aquilonaris, John did not include any vernacular names. Argynnis paphia is referred to as “perleťovec 

stříbročárný”. Unfortunately, John adopted Exler's confusion of Argynnis dia and Argynnis euphrosyne.  

 

12. Similarly, John made important additions to the Czech fauna of Hesperiidae. He coined the vernacular names 

“soumračník travní” (Heteropterus morpheus) and “soumračník lavaterkový” (Carcharodus lavatherae). John 

did not provide Czech vernacular names for Spialia orbifer and Pyrgus serratulae. John also renamed 

“soumračník skořicový” to “soumračník krvavcový”. The vernacular name of Carcharodus alceae is still spelled 

as “soumračník slezový”.  

 

13. John expanded the Czech fauna of Coliadinae by listing Colias erate, however without providing any 

vernacular name. John renamed Colias chrysotheme to “žluťásek uherský” despite the fact that a different 

vernacular name for the species was already coined by Steinich2. 

 

5.3 Summary 
 

In his two-volume work, John made significant contributions to completing the fauna of Czech butterflies. This 

was further supported by the fact, that John focused on the whole of Central Europe, not only Bohemia and 

Moravia as was done by some previous authors1,2,3. John coined the following new vernacular names: “babočka 

drnavcová”, “bělásek posedový” (confused with Pieris bryoniae), “bělásek jižní” (confused with an unknown 

other butterfly species), “bělopásek hrachorový”, “hnědásek obecný” (today “hnědásek jižní”), “modrásek 

kyprejový” (today “modrásek tažný”), “okáč kostřavový” (today “okáč horský”), “okáč středomořský” (confused 

with Pyronia cecilia), “perleťovec jižní” (today “perleťovec červený”), “perleťovec rdesnový” (today 

“perleťovec mokřadní”), “perleťovec polský” (today “perleťovec východní”), “soumračník travní” (today 

“soumračník černohnědý”)  and “soumračník lavaterkový”. However, these new vernacular names are only 

mentioned next to Latin names in the colour plate section of the book. Most of these new names have been 

derived from the localities the butterflies typically occur at or host plants of the caterpillars. Some other butterfly 

species are only referred to by their Latin names and have no vernacular names. Some of John's vernacular 

names are used until the present day, while others lasted only for a brief period of time. Notably, John also 

unintentionally interchanged the names of several butterflies, as discussed above.  

 

5.4 Postscript 
 

John gave the dimensions of the butterflies in millimetres. Most of the coloured plates have been adapted from 

the work “Die Schmetterlinge Europas” by the German entomologist Ernst Hoffman (1837 - 1892). Unlike 

previous authors, John spells all the Latin species names with a capital letter. Although John claimed that he 

adapted all the Czech vernacular names from previous authors1,2,3, he sometimes made changes of his own.   

 

6 HYNEK ALOIS JOUKL 
 
6.1 Overview 
 
In 1910, the publishing house I. L. Kober released a voluminous work of Hynek Alois Joukl (1862-1910) 

“Lepidoptera and caterpillars of Central Europe with emphasis on Czechia” with 93 coloured lithographs and 

349 pages of text. Several editions of this book were published, sometimes in multiple volumes. This work 

would become one of the most famous entomological books of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and formed a basis 

for later researchers to study the fauna of Czech lands. In the introduction to his work, Joukl writes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

“Creating Czech vernacular names often causes 

substantial problems and it is necessary to be aware that 

there only is a thin line between a well-constructed of 

name and a ridicule. In this book, all Czech butterflies 

have been assigned a Czech name. The species names 

mostly refer to the host plant of the caterpillar… even 

though some older plant names are no longer suitable… 

Other names were inspired by the patterns and colours of 

the wings and so on. Translating genus names [into Czech] 

is more problematic and often even impossible.” 
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6.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. The list of the fauna of the tribe Nymphalini is already complete but the names “babočka meruzalkový čili bílé 

C” and “babočka osyková” are still in use. 

 

2. Although both John (1900)4 and Joukl focus on the fauna of Central Europe, Joukl omits the species Pieris 

mannii and doesn't use a Czech vernacular name for Pieris bryoniae. Joukl left all the other names of Pieridae 

unchanged including “bělásek resedkový”.  

 

3. Similarly to some other previous authors, Joukl used the name “bělopásek zimolézový” for Limenitis camilla 

and “bělopásek menší” for Limenitis reducta.  

 

4. Just like in previous works, Joukl confused the Latin names of Melitaea aurelia and M. diamine. Although a 

common name was coined for M. aurelia already, Joukl does not use it. Similarly, Joukl does not give a 

vernacular name for M. trivia, even though it was already coined by John (1900)4. M. britomartis is referred to as 

M. britomartis.  

 

5. For an unknown reason, Joukl renames “modrásek kozincový” to “modrásek kozinkový”. It may have only 

been a typographical error, however this name is repeated several times through the book. A more evident 

typographical error can be seen in the name “modrásek kominicový”. Joukl doesn't include Lampides boeticus, 

Plebejus argus, Phengaris alcon rebeli, Polyommatus eroides, Polyommatus thersites and Pseudophilotes 

vicrama. The species Lycaena coretas, Lycaena admetus, Lycaena alcon (previosuly called “modrásek 

lemovaný” or “modrásek močálový”), Lycaena allous, Lycaena orion  (previosuly called “modrásek 

rozchodníkový”), Lampides telicanus (previously called “modrásek kyprejový”), Lycaena decolorata and 

Lycaena amandus (previously called “modrásek rudoskvrnný”) were not assigned any vernacular names. For 

some reason, Joukl refers to Plebejus idas as Lycaena argus. 

 

6. Vernacular names for Lycaena hippothoe were coined by previous authors, but in the present work, only the 

Latin name is used. In comparison with the present times, the Latin names of Polyomnatus hippothoë and 
Chrysophanus dispar have been exchanged. The name “modásek barvoměnný” is used for Lycaena helle.   
 

7. The list of the genera of the subfamily Satyrinae almost matches the present one. The last missing species are 

Lasiommata petropolitana and Hyponephele lupine, both have been mentioned by John (1900)4 as “okáč 

stínovaný” and “okáč středomořský” respectively. The species Erebia epiphron, Satyrus arethusa and Erebia 

sudetica are mentioned by their Latin names.  

 

8. In comparison to the contemporary fauna of Czech group “perleťovec”, the only missing species is Boloria 

aquilonaris that was described just in 1908. The species Argynnis pandora, Argynnis hecate, Argynnis aphirape 

and Argynnis laodice are listed only by their Latin names. Argynnis paphia is referred to as “perleťovec 

stříbročárný”, although Steinich (1883)2 previously coined the name “perleťovec stříbropásek”. The Latin names 

and descriptions of Argynnis dia and Argynnis euphrosyne were interchanged by the author. 

 

9. In his work, Joukl omitted Spialia orbifer, although it was previously reported from Czechia by John (1900)4, 

Pyrgus armoricanus that was not described until 1910, Carcharodus orientalis described in 1913 and Pyrgus 

trebevicensis described in 1926. No vernacular name is used for Heteropterus morpheus (John4 used the name 

“soumračník travní”), Cardorochus lavaterae (termed “soumračník lavaterkový” by John4), Hesperia 

serratulae and Hesperia sao (reffered to as “soumračník skořicový” by Steinich2 and “soumračník krvavcový” 

by John4). 

 

10. Of the genera of the subfamily Coliadinae, Joukl overlooked Colias alfacariensis described in 1905. Joukl 

also listed the species Colias erate and Colias chrysotheme just by their Latin names, ignoring the nomenclature 

set forth by John (1900)4.  

 

6.3 Summary 
 

Unlike previous authors1,2,3,4, Joukl did not significantly contribute to the development of Czech and European 

vernacular names for butterflies. Numerous species, already recorded from the territory have been omitted from 

the work. Joukl's claim that “Latin names are used where no Czech names have been designed” thus does not 

stand true. Joukl altered the vernacular names of several species (namely “modrásek kozincový” to “modrásek 

kozinkový” and “modrásek komonicový” to “modrásek kominicový”).  
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Fig. 3: Matějková (1942) Butterflies.  

Obr. 3: Matějková (1942) Dennji 

motilici. 

6.4 Postscript 
 

The book is dominated by typographical errors and inaccuracies. 

“Babočka drnavcová” is listed as “babočka drnovcová”. “Modrásek 

komonicový” is mentioned as “modrásek kominicový”. Quiet 

unorderly, some taxa are mentioned in the wrong sections of the 

book. Joukl spelled the genus name Carcharodus as Cardorochus in 

the main body of the text and as Cardarochus in the index, while the 

genus name Heteropterus is spelled as Heterocerus. The author 

further did not comply to any code when spelling the Latin names, 

sometimes using capitalised and small first letters interchangeably. 

The dimensions of the butterflies are not given.  

 

7 VĚRA MATĚJKOVÁ 
 

7.1 Overview 
 

During the course of World War II, in 1942, Věra Matějková 

published her book “Butterflies” in the publishing house Vesmír 

(Fig. 3). The book is fitted with a very vivid front cover. 

Unfortunately, the cover is also the only colourful part of the book. 

Unlike all the preceding works, this book has no hand-drawn 

figures but only black and white photographs. This diminishes the 

attractivity and practicability of the whole book because the colour 

of the wings is often a key distinguishing characteristic of some 

species. The book likewise does not mention rare and migratory 

butterflies.  

 

7.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. Given the fact, that Matějková focused solely on Czech butterflies, she does not include Polygonia egea. 

Polygonia c-album is listed as “babočka meruzalková čili bílé C”. Similarly, Inachis io is referred to as “babočka 

chmelová čili paví oko”. 

 

2. Although John (1900)4 and Joukl (1910)5 followed Steinich's term “batolec”, Matějková returns to using the 

genus name “barvoměnec” once more.  

 

3. Matějková did not alter the nomenclature of the family Pieridae, the only exception being the name “bělásek 

resedový”.  

 

4. In Limenitis camilla, the name “bělopásek zimolézový” is used. “Bělopásek menší” is used for L. reducta. 

Here Matějková complied with the nomenclature of the previous authors.  

 

5. The book does not mention Melitaea trivia and Melitaea britomartis. M. aurelia and M. diamina are referred 

to by different Latin names from those used today. Although their descriptions in the body of the text are rather 

short, it is apparent that both species have been confused.  

 

6. Matějková does not mention rare butterflies of the family Lycaenidae. Phengaris alcon and Polyommatus 

amandus have no Czech vernacular names assigned to them. Plebejus argus is not mentioned at all.  

 

7. The Latin names and descriptions of Lycaena dispar and Lycaena hippothoe remain interchanged. The 

common name “ohniváček barvoměnný” is used for Lycaena helle.  

 

8. Matějková omitted the species Arethusana arethusa, Erebia sudetica, Lasiommata petropolitana and 

Hyponephele lupina from her book. Erebia epiphron is listed only by its Latin name. “Okáč pohaňkový” is listed 

under the name “okáč pohankový”. This is likely a typographical error, or possibly this may have been a 

conscious decision of the author to keep up the vernacular names with the changing grammar.  

 

9. The list of the species of the subfamily Theclinae is complete. The only difference from today is that 

“ostruháček česvinový” is called “ostruháček cesminový”.  
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Fig. 4: Schwarz (1948, 1949) Butterflies 1 and 2. 

Obr. 4: Schwarz (1948, 1949) Motilici 1 a 2. 

10. As of the tribe Argynnini, the author does not mention the species Argynnis pandora, Brenthis hecate, 

Proclossiana eunomia, Boloria aquilonaris and Argynnis laodice. The original name “perleťovec stříbročarý” is 

used for Argynnis paphia. The Latin names of the species Boloria euphrosyne and Boloria dia have been 

unintentionally interchanged.  

 

11. Matějková omitted the following rare species of the family Hesperiidae: Spialia orbifer, Pyrgus 

armoricanus, Carcharodus orientalis and Pyrgus trebevicensis. Some species, namely Heteropterus morpheus, 

Carcharodus lavatherae, Hesperia serratulae and Hesperia sao lack their vernacular names that were coined by 

previous authors and are only listed by their Latin names. Carterocephalus silvicolus is referred to as 

“soumračník zlatožlutý”.  

 

12. Colias alfacariensis and C. erate are the only two missing species from Coliadinae.  

 

7.3 Summary 

 

Matějková did not significantly widen the spectrum of Czech vernacular names for butterflies. She complied 

strictly to the terminology coined by her precoders, namely Exler (1898)3, although she still made minute 

changes. In some species, errors were made by interchanging the Latin names and descriptions of totally 

unrelated species. The species descriptions are very brief and thus unsuitable for butterfly identification. This is 

partially compensated for by the fact, that the book also includes a simple key to Czech butterflies.  

 

7.4 Postscript 

 

The author only mentions the sizes of the specimen beneath the photographs. However, not all species have a 

corresponding photograph and so in many cases the sizes are lacking. The black and white photographs are not 

particularly practical for butterfly identification and were not printed in a high enough quality. All Latin species 

names are spelled with a small first letter, just like today.  

 

8 RUDOLF SCHWARZ 
 

8.1 Overview 

 

In 1948, Rudolf Schwarz 

(1903-1980) published the first 

volume of his atlas “Butterflies 

1” as part of the book series 

“Our nature in picture” by the 

publishing house Vesmír (Fig. 

4). The first volume focuses on 

the Czechoslovak fauna of 

swallowtails, whites and allies, 

yellows and satyrines. The 

second volume “Butterflies 2” 

was published in 1949 and 

payed attention mainly to 

Czechoslovak four-footed 

butterflies and gossamer-

winged butterflies. Every 

species is accompanied with a 

well-drawn colour figure. 

However, Schwarz never 

mentioned on whom he based 

his vernacular nomenclature.   
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8.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. The list of the species of the tribe Nymphalini is now fully complete. Polygonia egea is listed by its Latin 

name.  

 

2. Schwarz does not include Pieris mannii, Leptidea morsei and L. juvernica. The name “bělásek horský” was 

coined for Pieris bryoniae.  

 

3. Schwarz standardised the vernacular names Limenitidinae, which are used until today without change. 

“Bělopásek zimolézový” was changed to “bělopásek dvouřadý” and “bělopásek menší” to “bělopásek 

jednořadý”.  

 

4. The work of Schwarz marks the completion of the list of Czech butterflies of the tribe Melitaeini. The 

confusion between Melitaea aurelia and M. diamine is finally resolved. The vernacular names of M. trivia and 

M. britomartis are standardised.   

 

5. Of the family Lycaenidae, only three species are missing from the book:  Aricia artaxerxes (its vernacular 

name of was not coined until 197210, 11), Polyommatus eroides (not known from Czechia at the time) and 

Pseudophilotes vicrama. Schwarz was the first to coin the following vernacular names: “modrásek cizokrajný”, 

“modrásek černolemý”, “modrásek čičorkový”, “modrásek hnědý”, “modrásek hořcový”, “modrásek tolicový” 

and “modrásek ušlechtilý”. He is also the first to list Phengaris alcon rebeli from Czechia, although only by its 

Latin name. Likewise, no vernacular name is provided for Leptotes pirithous. The name “modrásek 

argyrognomon” is used for Polyommatus thersites.  

 

6. The list species of the genus Lycaena is complete. “Ohniváček rdesnový” is renamed for the last time to 

“ohniváček barvoměnný”. 

 

7. As of the subfamily Satyrinae, the only species Schwarz ignores is Hyponephele lupine. New vernacular 

names were coined for Erebia epiphron (“okáč horský”), Arethusana arethusa (“okáč kostřavový”), Erebia 

sudetica (“okáč malý”) and Lasiommata petropolitana (“okáč stínovaný”).  

 

8. The list of Theclinae is complete and all the vernacular nomenclature corresponds to the modern one. The 

name for Satyrium ilicis was changed for the last time to “ostruháček česvinový”.  

 

9. The list of Argynnini is complete too, even though Proclossiana eunomia and Argynnis laodice are listed only 

by their Latin names. The vernacular names for Brenthis hecate and Boloria aquilonaris were coined.  Although 

Argynnis pandora was already called “perleťovec jižní” by John (1900)4, Schwartz coined the new name 

“perleťovec červený”. Similar to some previous authors1,2,3, Schwarz used the name “perleťovec veliký” for 

Argynnis aglaja. Importantly, Schwarz also removed some nomenclatural errors made by previous authors.  

 

10. The only two Hesperiids not mentioned by Schwarz are Carcharodus orientalis and Pyrgus trebevicensis. 

The author also coined the following new common names: “soumračník černohnědý”, “soumračník 

kruhoskvrnný”, “soumračník mochnový” and “soumračník podobný”. Surprisingly, no vernacular name is 

provided for Carterocephalus silvicolus.  

 

11. The species Colias alfacariensis and Colias erate are not mentioned in the book.  

 

8.3 Summary 

 

After a long period of stagnation, Schwarz became one of the most prominent authors that contributed to the 

development of Czech vernacular names of butterflies. He newly coined the names “bělásek horský”, “bělopásek 

dvouřadý”, “bělopásek jednořadý”, “hnědásek jižní”, “hnědásek podunajský”, “modrásek cizokrajný”, 

“modrásek černolemý”, “modrásek čičorkový”, “modrásek hnědý”, “modrásel tolicový”, “modrásek ušlechtilý”, 

“okáč horský”, “okáč malý”, “okáč stínovaný”, “perleťovec červený”, “perleťovec dvouřadý”, “perleťovec 

severní”, “soumračník černohnědý”, “soumračník kruhoskvrnný”, “soumračník mochnový” and “soumračník 

podobný”. Some other species remain without a corresponding vernacular name.  
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Fig. 5: Tykač (1949) Key to the 

identification of Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 5: Tykač (1949) Ključ 

dlja identifikaciji motiliku.  

Fig. 6: Tykač & Komárek (1949) 

Atlas of Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 6: Tykač & Komárek (1949) 

Atlas motiliku.   

Fig. 7: Tykač (1958) Discovering 

Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 7: Tykač (1958) Poznavajme 

motiliky.   

8.4 Postscript 

 

For every butterfly species, Schwarz provides a through description of immature stages, host plants, diseases and 

parasites as well as personal observations. For example, two full pages were dedicated to Papilio machaon. 

Surprisingly, the dimensions of the specimen are not given. The Latin nomenclature follows the modern 

conventions, whereby the genus name is capitalised while the species name is not.  

 

9 JAROSLAV TYKAČ 
 

9.1 Overview 

 

In 1949, the house Melantrich published the book “Key to the identification of Lepidoptera” (Fig. 5) by Jaroslav 

Tykač (1886-1959). Although far from being true, this book was advertised as the “first key to Czech 

Lepidoptera”. The key was also complimented with the book “Atlas of Lepidoptera”12 by Julius Komárek and 

Jaroslav Tykač published the same year (Fig. 6). Moreover, in 1958, Tykač published his third book 

“Discovering Lepidoptera”13 with the Státní pedagogické nakladatelství (Fig. 7). The illustrations of the latter 

book are nevertheless adapted from the “Atlas of Lepidoptera”. All three books were primarily written for the 

general public, young natural history enthusiasts and amateur entomologists and so are considerably shorter and 

list only about a hundred butterfly species. Although their briefness is not particularly suitable for the purposes 

of the present study, these books are still interesting, since they do not represent typical scientific monographs. A 

slight negative to the “Key to the identification of Lepidoptera” are the numerous mistakes and typographical 

errors most likely caused by insufficient editing by the publishing house. The Atlas of Lepidoptera does not 

carry similar birthmarks and so in here I refer mostly to it.    
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Fig. 8: Kratochvíl & Bartoš (1954) The 

nomenclatural system of naming organisms. 

Obr. 8: Kratochvíl & Bartoš (1954) Sustava a 

imena organizmu.   

9.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. Young natural history enthusiasts and young entomologists may steer into trouble resulting from the numerous 

mistakes published in the Key. For instance, Melanargia galathea is described twice in the book, and is confused 

with Erebia medusa. Lopinga achine is not listed in the index. The Latin names of Boloria euphrosyne and 

Brenthis dia have been interchanged. Apart from these, the book also bears countless typographical errors, 

sometimes letters were printed 180° to the normal. “Ostruháček kapinicový” is listed as “ostruháček kopinicový” 

and “bělásek hrachorový” as “bělásek hrachový”. It is interesting that the Atlas, does not carry the same errors.  

 

2. Tykač's third book Discovering Lepidoptera largely corresponds to the Atlas published 9 years beforehand. 

Nonetheless, some Latin and vernacular names are slightly modified. For instance, “modrásek jehlicový” was 

renamed to “modrásek obecný”, “okáč prosíkový” is used for Lopinga achine, “ostruháček kapinicový” was 

renamed to “ostruháček kopinicový”, “perleťovec dvanáctitečný” to “perleťovec dvanáctičlenný”, “perleťovec 

stříbropásek” to “perleťovec stříbropásný” and the name “babočka žahavková” is used for Aglais urticae. The 

other vernacular names remained conserved from previous authors.  

 

9.3 Summary 

 

Jaroslav Tykač did not particularly widen the spectrum of Czech vernacular names but quiet in contrary brought 

forward many long unused names. In many cases, he altered the existing vernacular names, although this was 

probably more due to typographical errors then the author's own decision.   

 

9.4 Postscript 

 

In the Key, Tykač gives the dimensions of the specimen in millimetres and as well as brief descriptions of the 

species. In the Atlas and in the book Discovering Lepidoptera, the dimensions of the species are not given at all. 

On the other hand, both books include quality coloured photographs often portraying more than one species at 

each time.  

 

10 JOSEF KRATOCHVÍL & EMANUEL BARTOŠ 
 

10.1 Overview 

 

In 1954, Josef Kratochvíl (1909-1992) and Emanuel 

Bartoš (1902-1966) published their monumental work “The 

nomenclatural system of naming organisms”14 based on the 

resolution of the First Czechoslovak Zoological Congress 

held in 1951 in Opava (Fig. 8). The Lepidopterological 

section of the book was prepared by a committee headed by 

Dr. František Miller and Dr Dalibor Povolný. Cooperation 

and peer review was provided by Jiří Šmelhaus aided by 

numerous members of the Czechoslovak Entomological 

Society, namely Dr. Schwarz, Dr Gregor, Dr Troníček, 

Poláček, Eidkum, Zouhar, Pactl and colleagues. 

Unfortunately, the book only lists 86 Czech butterfly species. 

Therefore, the present publication is not mentioned in the 

Supplementary file 1 of this paper. The most significant 

deviations from the modern vernacular nomenclature include 

Coenonympha pamphilus, that was referred to as “okáč 

pohankový” and Callophrys rubi that was called “ostruháček 

ostružníkový”. The vernacular name “modrásek obecný” was 

coined for Polyommatus icarus. The book also lists Iolana 

iolas („modrásek měchýřníkový“) that is today no longer 

cited as a member of the Czech fauna.  
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Fig. 9: Moucha & Choc (1972) Our butterflies. 

Obr. 9: Moucha & Choc (1972) Naši dennji 

motilici.   

11 JOSEF MOUCHA 
 

11.1 Overview 
 

In 1972, Josef Moucha (1930 - 1972) co-authored the book 

“Butterfly Collecting”10 as part of the series Delfín at the 

publishing house Práce. The same year, he also co-authored 

the 1st edition of the book “Our butterflies”11 as part of the 

series OKO at Albatros (Fig. 9). Since both books were 

published during the same year, they are listed together in the 

Supplementary file 1. The etymology of new vernacular 

names coined in the publications are usually only briefly 

discussed by the authors.  

 

11.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. The only species out of the tribe Nymphalini that Moucha 

does mention is Polygonia egea, that is not native to Czechia. 

 

2. Moucha coined the name “bělásek východní” for Leptidea 

morsei. He also mentions Pieris bryoniae and P. mannii that 

were ignored by some other authors. 

 

 

3. As with the family Lycaenidae, Moucha lists Phengaris alcon rebeli and Pseudophilotes vicrama only by their 

Latin names. It is also important to note, that the taxonomical status of the time treated Maculinea rebeli and 

Philotes vicrama differently than we do today. In the book Butterfly collecting, Moucha renamed “modrásek 

tažný” to “modrásek jižní”. This was a quiet suitable name, given the distribution of the species. Moucha coined 

the names “modrásek podobný”, “modrásek pumpavový”, “modrásek stepní”, “modrásek tažný” and “modrásek 

vičencový”. 

 

4. The only missing species of the subfamily Satyrinae is Hyponephele lupine. Erebia sudetica gained its modern 

name “okáč menší”.  

 

5. In the book Butterfly collecting, “ostruháček česvinový” is spelled as “ostruháček cesmínový”.  

 

6. Moucha newly coined the names “perleťovec mokřadní” (previously called “perleťovec rdesnový”4) and 

“perleťovec východní” (previously called “perleťovec polský”4).  

 

7. The books do not list Pyrgus trebevicensis. Moucha coined the vernacular names “soumračník východní” and 

“soumračník severní” (previously called “soumračník zlatožlutý”2). 

 

8. As of the subfamily Coliadinae, the books do not list Colias erate. “Žluťásek jižní” was coined for C. 

alfacariensis.  

 

11.3 Summary 

 

Josef Moucha continued the work of Rudolf Schwarz and largely completed the Czech vernacular nomenclature 

of butterflies. All the common names used by him are accepted today, although some later authors attempted to 

make minor changes to them15.  Moucha coined the names “bělásek východní”, “modrásek podobný”, 

“modrásek pumpavový”, “modrásek stepní”, “modrásek tažný”, “modrásek vičencový”, “okáč menší”, 

“perleťovec mokřadní”, “perleťovec východní”, “soumračník východní”, “soumračník severní” and “žluťásek 

jižní”. Moucha also rediscovered the long unused names “bělásek horský” and “bělásek jižní”.  

 

11.4 Postscript 

 

Both books contain detailed descriptions of every species including notes on colour aberrations. No dimensions 

of the specimen are given.  
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Fig. 10: Novák (ed) (1992) Czech vernacular 

names for butterflies. 

Obr. 10: Novák (ed) (1992) Českij imena 

motiliku.   

12 IVO NOVÁK 
 

12.1 Overview 
 

In 1992, Ivo Novák (*1930) made an attempt to standardise the Czech vernacular nomenclature of Lepidoptera 

in his work “Czech vernacular names for butterflies” published as a supplementum of the journal Reports of the 

Czechoslovak Entomological Society [Zprávy Československé Společnosti Entomologické při ČSAV] (Fig. 10). 

The work reviews and lists the recommended Czech vernacular names for Lepidoptera, however without 

providing justification for why different names were chosen. Likewise, the listed species are not pictured, nor is 

their appearance or biology discussed.  

 

12.2 Notable Vernacular Names 
 

1. Despite the attempt to finally standardise the vernacular 

nomenclature for the whole of Lepidoptera, the authors have 

reached several illogical conclusions. For instance, Polygonia 

egea bears the name “babočka drnáková”, which is a Slovak 

vernacular name, not Czech. In Czech, this species was 

previously referred to either by its Latin name, or by the name 

“babočka drnavcová” used already by Joukl in 19105. This name 

was derived from its host plant, Parietaria officinalis.  

 

2. Leptidea reali is not listed in the publication even though it 

was described in 1989.  

 

3. Phengaris alcon rebeli is not mentioned in the work, although 

it was first reported from Czechia by Schwarz in 19498.  On the 

other hand, Pseudophilotes vicrama is first listed as a separate 

species.  

 

4. Callophrys rubi is renamed from “ostruháček ostružinový” to 

“ostruháček ostružníkový”. The name is derived from the host 

plant Rubus spp. (“ostružník”) and is more grammatically 

correct. However it would never become widely adopted.  

 

5. The names “perleťovec menší” (Issoria lathonia) and 

“perleťovec větší” (Argynnis aglaja) that are used in the 

publication were never used before. Previous authors called the 

species “perleťovec malý” and “perleťovec velký” or 

“perleťovec veliký” respectively.  

 

6. Novák and colleagues coined the name “žluťásek tolicový” for Colias erate, that was referred to only by its 

Latin name by previous authors4.  

 

7. The publication recommends that the vernacular name of Pontia edusa is spelled as “bělásek rezedový” rather 

than “bělásek rezedkový”. The name “bělásek rezedový” corresponds better to the host plant Reseda spp. and 

was also used in the past by some authors. 
 

12.3 Summary 
 

As mentioned previously, the aim of the publication was to create a list of recommended vernacular names, but 

complying to it was by no means obligatory. As a result, many authors used names other than those 

recommended by Novák and colleagues. Novák et al. did not make major changes to the vernacular 

nomenclature, often only altering the spelling of old words. Only the names “modrásek východní” and “žluťásek 

tolicový” were coined newly.  

 

12.4 Postscript 

 

In 1995, a review of the work published in the journal Živa16 pointed out that the publication largely builds up on 

the recommendations of Kratochvíl & Bartoš (1954)14 and thus is a valuable contribution to Czech vernacular 

systematics. 
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13 JIŘÍ ZAHRADNÍK & FRANTIŠEK SEVERA 
 

13.1 Overview 
 

The book “Our Lepidoptera”17 written by Jiří Zahradník (*1928) and František Severa (1924-2005) was 

published in 1997 by Albatros (Fig. 11). The books was reviewed by Ivo Novák, and the page 35 carries the 

message:  

 

 

 

 

 

However, clearly this was not done in all cases. Unlike Novák, the present authors preferred the name 

“perleťovec malý” over “perleťovec menší” and “perleťovec velký” over “perleťovec větší”. Given the fact, that 

this book was aimed at the general public, the range of species discussed in the text is rather narrow.  

 

14 IVO NOVÁK & VLADIMÍR POKORNÝ 
 

14.1 Overview 
 

Ivo Novák and Vladimír Pokorný (*1924) published their book “Atlas of Lepidoptera”18 in 2003 at Paseka (Fig. 

12). The coloured plates were adapted from Joukl (1910)5, and so the book includes species that do not occur in 

Czechia. Some species have vernacular names assigned to them. The chapter Systematics of Lepidoptera reads 

that the vernacular names have been adapted from Novák (1992)15, and this holds true for the whole of the book. 

As such, the names “babočka drnáková”, “bělásek rezedový”, “ostruháček ostružníkový”, “perleťovec menší” 

and “perleťovec větší” are used. Some species including “babočka vrbová”, “modrásek vičencový” or “žluťásek 

jižní” are not mentioned in the book. Given that the vernacular nomenclature is identical to the one of Novák 

(1992)15, it is not included in the Supplementary file 1.  

 

15 IVO NOVÁK & FRANTIŠEK SEVERA 
 

15.1 Overview 
 

In 2005, Ivo Novák and František Severa published their book “Lepidoptera”19 at Aventinum (Fig. 13). It 

contains quality illustrations and detailed notes on the biology of different species. The authors write:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, despite this claim, the authors also adapted new names of their own. For example, the authors 

favoured the names “babočka drnavcová” and “perleťovec velký”. Unfortunately, a number of species are 

overlooked in the book and so I did not incorporate it into the Supplemental file 1. 

 

16 OTHER LEPIDEPTOROLOGICAL LITERATURE 

 

Although care was taken to discuss the most influential works of Czech lepidopterology, that contributed to the 

formation of vernacular names, the present list is not exhaustive. There are numerous other important historical 

publications that did not, however, leave a significant imprint in the Czech vernacular nomenclature. These 

include the books “Kober's atlas of Lepidoptera”20 probably from 1922, the undated work “Pocket Guide to 

Lepidoptera”21 and “Our Lepidoptera”22 from 1943 (Figs. 14-16).  

 

After 1989, a numerous foreign lepidopterological works were translated into Czech23,24,25.  However, these 

publications typically included only a handful of Czech species and so where excluded from the study.  

 

“In this book, we strictly followed the Latin and vernacular 

names set forth by Dr. Novák in the abovementioned work 

[Czech vernacular names for butterflies]” 

“The book uses revised nomenclature for the families, 

genera and species based on the latest systematics 

discoveries and with attention to the needs of praxis and 

school education. An overview [of standard vernacular 

names] was published in the Reports of the Czechoslovak 

Entomological Society (Novák et al., 1992)” 
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Fig. 11: Zhardaník & Severa (1997) 

Our Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 11: Zhardaník & Severa (1997) 

Naši motilici.   

Fig. 12: Novák & Pokorný (2003) 

Atlas of Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 12: Novák & Pokorný (2003) 

Atlas motiliku.   

Fig. 13: Novák & Severa (2005) 

Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 13: Novák & Severa (2005) 

Motilici.   

Fig. 14: Anonymous: Kober's atlas 

of Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 14: Anonymous: Koberuv 

atlas motiliků.   

Fig. 15: Anonymous: Pocket Guide 

to Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 15: Anonymous: Kěšeń atlas 

motiliků.   

Fig. 16: Starý & Zejbrlík (1943) 

Our Lepidoptera. 

Obr. 16: Starý & Zejbrlík (1943) 

Naši motilici.   
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17 CONCLUSION 

 

During the late phase of the Czech national revival in the first half of the 19th Century, Jan Svatopluk Presl was 

the first to coin names for butterflies. He did so in his three-volume work “A proposed nomenclature of animals 

per classes, orders and genera together with czechization of the necessary zoological terminology” that was 

published between 1821 and 1823 in the journal Krok. By the mid-19th Century, Franz Antonín Nickler started 

using Czech vernacular names alongside Latin names on specimen labels in the Czech museum. It is likely, that 

some butterflies gained their vernacular names like this.  

 

“The Book of Lepidoptera or Butterflies and Moths. A systematic description of Lepidoptera of the Central 

Europe, with special emphasis on Bohemia, their caterpillars and pupae with a focus on the damage caused by 

them with methods of preventing or at least controlling it” was the first comprehensive overview of Czech 

vernacular names for butterflies. It was authored by Josef Klika and published in 1870. It contains 118 

vernacular names. After Klika, Karel Steinich continued naming Czech butterflies in his key “Lepidoptera, an 

analytical key, part I. butterflies and moths” published in 1883. It represents perhaps the first ever Czech-written 

key to Lepidoptera. Steinich coined 17 new vernacular names including three new genera names. Some names 

gained acceptance, others were soon replaced by others.  

 

The year 1898 saw the publication of “Lepidoptera: a descriptive study of the Lepidoptera inhabiting the Lands 

of Czech Crown as well as their caterpillars and pupa, with instructions on when and where to collect imagines, 

pupa, caterpillars and eggs and how to store them” by Karel Exler Jr. Exler coined 12 vernacular species names 

and one new genus name. Professor Jan John published his “Atlas of Lepidoptera of Central Europe” in 1900. 

The book included non-native species and migratory species. As such, 17 new vernacular names were coined.  

 

The next four decades saw stagnation in the development of Czech vernacular names for butterflies. The work 

“Lepidoptera and caterpillars of Central Europe with emphasis on Czechia” by Hynek Alois Joukl published in 

1910 brought no new common names, except for one apparently misspelled name. Likewise, the short book of 

Věra Matějková entitled “Butterflies” and published during the Second World War in 1942 only altered the 

spelling of two names, but coined none. On the other hand, the book provided a simple to use and uncluttered 

key to the butterflies of Czechia.  

 

During the years 1948 and 1949, the two-volume work “Butterflies” of Rudolf Schwarz was published. It 

brought forward 22 new vernacular names, most of which are used until the present day. Between the years 1949 

and 1958 another influential Czech lepidopterologist Jaroslav Tykač authored and co-authored three books that, 

however, did not establish any new vernacular names. On the other hand, the two books “Butterfly Collecting” 

and “Our butterflies” by Josef Moucha coined 11 new common names, all of which are used until today.  

Moucha thus largely completed the Czech vernacular nomenclature.  

 

In 1992, Ivo Novák and colleagues published the code “Czech vernacular names for butterflies”. Two new 

vernacular names were coined, while three older ones were modified. Other contemporary books, including “Our 

Lepidoptera” by Jiří Zahradník and František Severa respect the code, with only minor modifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary File 1: Table mapping the development of Czech vernacular names used by various authors. 

The modern nomenclature was taken from lepidoptera.cz. Names that stayed constant are marked in blue. New 

names are highlighted in red.  
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